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ABSTRACT

With the development and the use of a large variety of DB schemas and ontologies, in many domains (e.g., semantic web, digital libraries, life science, etc), matching techniques are called to overcome the challenge of aligning and reconciling these different interrelated representations. Matching field is becoming a very attractive research topic. In this article, the authors are interested in studying scalable matching problem. The authors survey the approaches and tools of large scale matching, when a large number of schemas/ontologies and attributes are involved. They attempt to cover a variety of techniques for schema matching called Pair-wise and Holistic. One can acknowledge that this domain is on top of effervescence and scalable matching needs many more advances. Therefore, they propose our scalable schema matching methodology that deals with the creation of a hybrid approach combining these techniques. Their architecture includes a pre-matching approach based on XML schemas decomposition. As shown by their experiments, their proposed methodology has been evaluated and implementing in a PLASMA (Platform for LArge Scale MAtching) prototype.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the Information Technology domains (semantic web, deep web, e-business, digital libraries, life science, biology, etc) abound with a large variety of DB schemas, XML schemas or ontologies stored in many heterogeneous databases and information sources. One can observe commonly in e-business applications for example schemas with several thousand elements and expressed in different formats. Thereby, a hard problem has been brought up: solving the semantic heterogeneity in the large and perform the integration of such heterogeneous collections of schemas and ontologies. Matching techniques are solutions to automatically find correspondences between these schemas/ontologies in order to allow their integration in information systems. More precisely, matching is an operation that takes as input (e.g XML schemas, ontologies, relational database schemas) and returns the
semantic similarity values of their elements. Even if matching has found considerable interest in both research and practice “in the small”, it still represents a laborious process “in the large”. The standard approaches trying to match the complete input schemas often leads to shading off performance. Various schema matching systems have been developed to solve the problem semi-automatically. Since schema matching is a semi-automatic task, efficient implementations are required to support interactive user feedback. In this context, scalable matching becomes a hard problem to be solved.

A number of approaches and principles (Rahm & Bernstein, 2001, Shvaiko & Euzenat, 2005, Do et al., 2002) have been developed for matching small or medium schemas and ontologies (50-100 components), whereas in practice, real world schemas/ontologies are voluminous (hundred or thousand components). In consequence, matching algorithms are facing up to more complicated contexts. As a result, many problems can appear, for example: performance decreasing when the matching algorithms deal with large schemas/ontologies, their complexity becomes consequently exponential, increasing human effort and poor quality of matching results is observed.

In this context, a major challenge that is still largely to be tackled is to scale up semantic matching according to two facets: a large number of schemas to be aligned or matched and very large schemas. While the former is primarily addressed in the database area, the latter has been addressed by researchers in schema and ontology matching. Based on this observation, we propose a new scalable methodology for schema matching. Our methodology supports ii) a hybrid approach trying to address the two facets based on the combination of pair-wise and holistic strategies and is deployed in three phases (pre-matching, matching and post-matching; ii) a decomposition strategy to divide large. XML schemas into small ones using tree mining technique. Our methodology has been evaluated and implementing in PLASMA (Platform for LArge Scale MAtingching) prototype specifically developed to this aim.

The article is organized as follows. Related Works reviews related works. In Scalable Matching Methodology in Plasma, we describe in detail our methodology for scalable schema matching. Evaluation presents experimental evaluation results. Finally, we conclude and discuss future works.

RELATED WORKS

In this section, we discuss the proposed solutions in the literature of the large scale matching problems. This issue has been tackled in holistic and pair-wise matching approaches, using different strategies e.g fragmentation, clustering, statistical, etc. We describe in the following section these different strategies and review the scalable matching tools.

Pair-Wise Matching

Being a central process for several research topics like data integration, data transformation, schema evolution, etc, schema and ontology matching has attracted much attention by research community. The matching has been approached mainly by finding pair-wise attribute correspondences, to construct an integrated schema for two sources. Several pair-wise matching approaches and tools over schemas and ontologies have been developed.

Pair-Wise Matching Strategies

We present the main strategies dealing with scalability problem. These strategies represent an effective attempt to resolve large scale schema/ontology matching problem. The used techniques aim at reducing the dimension of the matching problem:

• **Fragment based strategy** (Rahm et al., 2004): This is a divide and conquer approach which decomposes a large matching problem into smaller sub-problems by matching at the level of schema fragments. The fragment can be a schema,
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